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Chapter 531 Ultimate Gambling Duel with Four Teams 

On the other hand, Allen Smith was expressionless and calmer. At this moment, he was also thinking of 

having a good fight with Ye Yifan in the battle against the Red Star Empire team. He wanted to 

determine who was better. 

As for the other experts, their expressions were not as natural. 

After all, they were going to face the other four teams. 

These four teams were the representatives of the other four continents. They were the outstanding 

students of their respective continents, so their strength was naturally not weak. 

Although Liu Yan said he was very confident, they trusted him more. 

But after all, it was one team against four teams. It sounded ridiculous, and no one would think the Land 

of Origin team would win. 

“Sigh, I don’t know if it’ll work later.” Zheng Tainan complained in a low voice. 

“It shouldn’t be a problem. Captain Liu said he is confident and he always keeps his word.” Although Liu 

Qing was not confident, he still trusted Liu Yan. 

“I don’t care.” Liu Ning, on the other hand, was more open-minded. She said, “We must fight to the best 

of our abilities. We’ll leave the rest to Captain Liu!” 

At this moment, Liu Yan also walked forward, looked up at the sky, and said, “Carrying out the ultimate 

gambling duel. Targets: The New Continent team, the Pan-ocean Community team, the European 

Federation team, and the Red Star Empire team, a total of four teams!” 

Members of the Land of Origin team were stunned, wondering if they had heard wrong. 

“Are you for real? Are you going to carry out the ultimate gambling duel with the other four teams?” 

“F*ck, I guessed that a ruthless person like Captain Liu wouldn’t only have one team in the ultimate 

gambling duel, but I didn’t expect there to be four of them!” 

“We have to deal with four teams at the same time? Is that true?” 

“Captain, did you make a mistake?” 

“I take back what I just said. We can’t destroy four teams at the same time.” 

“Damn, who can withstand the four teams together?” 

… 

However, this was not the time for team members of the Land of Origin team to doubt their lives. 

Not long after Liu Yan’s words, the Will of Tower’s voice suddenly sounded. 



[ The Land of Origin team has launched the ultimate gambling duel. The targets are the New Continent 

team, the Pan-ocean Community team, the European Federation team, and the Red Star Empire team, a 

total of four teams! ] 

[ All team members will be teleported to the dueling platform! ] 

[ During the final battle, no member of any team is allowed to leave the dueling platform until death or 

surrender! ] 

[ If the team captain surrenders or all the team members die in battle, it will be judged as a loss. At the 

same time, all the team members will leave the dueling platform! ] 

[ Once the battle has started, you can’t go back on your word. It must be carried out! ] 

[ All teams, please get ready. The teleportation countdown begins. The Land of Origin team. 10, 9… ] 

… 

As the Will of Tower announced, the countdown began. 

At the same time, a dueling platform was slowly forming in the sky. 

The dueling platform wasn’t small. It could accommodate hundreds of people or about five teams. There 

was no extra space to escape. All the team members on the dueling platform could only fight face-to-

face. 

Team members of the Land of Origin team did not have time to think about it. The countdown ended 

soon after. 

The next moment, a big purple teleportation array appeared beneath the feet of all members of the 

Land of Origin team. 

What followed was a brief moment of dizziness. 

When team members opened their eyes again, they were already on the dueling platform. 

The size of the dueling platform was just enough for five teams to fight, and there was no more space. 

The terrain of the dueling platform was also flat, without any terrain to utilize. 

It also meant that all the team members could only fight face-to-face. There were no other methods and 

schemes to implement. They could only use their strength to fight. 

On the opposite side of the Land of Origin team, there were four groups of awakened ones. They were 

the members of the other four teams. 

On one side was the Land of Origin team, and on the other side were the other four teams! 

Team members of the Land of Origin team were shocked when they saw this. 

“I thought Captain was joking. It turns out he was serious.” 

“It’s over. It’s all over. No matter how strong we are, we can’t defeat four teams simultaneously.” 



“What is Captain trying to do?” 

“Why don’t we ask the other side if they can come one team at a time? I think we still have a chance if 

we fight them one by one.” 

“If the four teams attack together, who can withstand them?” 

“Although the four teams on the other side are not as strong as us, they are not weak either. We can’t 

even hold off two teams at the same time, let alone four teams.” 

… 

Members of the Land of Origin team started to doubt their lives, not knowing what to do. 

At this time, Xu Han looked at the team members behind him and scolded them, “What are you all 

talking about? The enemy is right in front of us. Prepare yourselves! You only need to listen to our 

orders and don’t need to worry about anything else.” 

Although Xu Han thought it was fun to laugh at the team members, it was the ultimate gambling duel. It 

was important, and he could not be careless. 

When it came to important matters, Xu Han’s usual smile was gone, and his face was stern. 

Members of the Land of Origin team kept quiet when they heard the reprimand. 

After Xu Han’s reprimand, members of the Land of Origin team finally remembered that the ultimate 

gambling duel would be held against the other four teams. Although it was ridiculous, Liu Yan and the 

other core members had made the decision. 

Since Liu Yan and the others had made such a choice, it meant they had a chance. 

With Liu Yan’s personality, he wouldn’t have sought death if he was not confident. 

After experiencing a series of events on the fifth level of the Tower, members of the Land of Origin team 

had absolute trust in Liu Yan. Liu Yan’s decisions seemed unreasonable and risky every time. In the end, 

it was proven that Liu Yan’s choices were correct and even the best. 

Even at this moment, members of the Land of Origin team were still confused. How could one team 

have a chance of winning against four other strong teams? 

However, since Liu Yan had made the decision, they could only choose to believe in him. They could only 

do what they could and leave the rest to their team leader, Liu Yan, and the other experts from the Land 

of Origin team. 

At this time, the members of the four teams on the other side were also surprised. 

They had not expected the Land of Origin team would be so bold as to directly carry out the ultimate 

gambling duel against all four teams! 
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Members of the New Continent team had strange expressions on their faces. 



“What’s the Land of Origin team thinking? Why are they betting against four teams at the same time?” 

“I feel like they’re courting death. The Land of Origin team is looking down on our four teams.” 

“I don’t understand how the Land of Origin team could do something like that.” 

“Interesting, interesting. Hahaha.” 

“Don’t tell me that the Land of Origin team thinks they’re invincible just because they’ve eliminated four 

teams?” 

“Although all four teams have been eliminated, none of us are weak.” 

“I can’t think of a way for the Land of Origin team to win if the four teams fight one against one. I feel 

like the Land of Origin team is courting death.” 

… 

At this moment, the captain of the New Continent team, Jin Cheng, was also looking at the Land of 

Origin team with a puzzled look. 

Initially, Jin Cheng wanted to lead the new continent team to join the Land of Origin team. They did not 

need to fight. They only needed Liu Yan to agree to one condition. They would only be part of the Land 

of Origin team in the Tower and would be under Liu Yan’s command. After they left the Tower, they 

would still be the new continent team. 

But now, looking at the situation, Jin Cheng couldn’t help but hesitate. 

In such a situation, the Land of Origin team would lose. 

If they surrendered and joined the Land of Origin team, they would not be able to receive generous 

additional rewards. 

This way, even if they could follow the Land of Origin team to the sixth level of the Tower, they might 

not be able to make it to the sixth level of the Tower with their strength. 

Instead of joining the Land of Origin team without additional rewards, it was better to resist and fight 

with the Land Origin team. Although they would not be able to go to the sixth level of the Tower if they 

won, they could pick up the rich additional rewards. Why not? 

However, since they had already discussed this with Liu Yan, Jin Cheng was still hesitating. 

Jin Cheng couldn’t help but look at Chu Cunrui. He asked in a low voice, “Chu Cunrui, what do you think? 

Are we still going to stick to our previous agreement and continue to join the Land of Origin team? I feel 

like it’s not necessary anymore. The Land of Origin team will lose. Even if we join the Land of Origin 

team, we won’t be able to obtain those generous additional rewards.” 

Jin Cheng knew that Chu Cunrui was the one who was most inclined to join the Land of Origin team, so 

they naturally wanted to ask Chu Cunrui for his opinion. 



At this time, Chu Cunrui was also confused. He couldn’t understand why Liu Yan would choose to carry 

out the ultimate gambling duel with four teams simultaneously. It was too risky, and it seemed like he 

had no chance at all. 

He could choose one or two teams to carry out the ultimate gambling duel, which was safer, so why did 

he do this? 

However, Chu Cunrui still chose to believe in Liu Yan after some hesitation. 

Because he trusted Liu Yan, Chu Cunrui nodded and said, “I feel that Liu Yan is still trustworthy. I suggest 

we follow our previous agreement and join the Land of Origin team. Even if the Land of Origin team 

loses, they will only not get an additional reward. Although it’s a pity, it’s not that important. If we 

develop well in the future, we will still be able to obtain more rewards.” 

Hearing this, Jin Cheng couldn’t help but feel a little unhappy. 

Even in such a situation, Chu Cunrui was still on Liu Yan’s side. He didn’t understand what kind of inner 

demon Liu Yan had. 

Although Jin Cheng admired Liu Yan, he was not that impressed. In his opinion, Liu Yan was only strong, 

good at commanding, and lucky. There was nothing special about him. 

After all, the Land of Origin team ambushed the New Continent team’s elite forces in the earth attribute 

territory. Then, they took down the New Continent team. 

In Jin Cheng’s opinion, if the elite forces of the New Continent team were in the metal attribute 

territory, they should have no problem defending even if they couldn’t defeat the Land of Origin team. 

If they had not been so careless, the New Continent team might not have lost to the Land of Origin 

team. Jin Cheng would not be defeated by Liu Yan too. 

Although Jin Cheng was dissatisfied, he was still hesitant. 

One was an extra reward, and the other was a chance to go to the sixth level of the Tower. He was a 

little hesitant, so he could only wait and see. 

Members of the Pan-ocean Community team not far away were also puzzled. 

However, the Pan-ocean Community team was the first to be defeated by the Land of Origin team. The 

members of the Pan-ocean Community team were also the most familiar with members of the Land of 

Origin team and had a good relationship with them. Although they were puzzled, they were more 

worried and did not laugh at the Land of Origin team. 

“What is Captain Liu thinking?” 

“Our Pan-ocean Community team can surrender directly, but how can the Land of Origin team defeat 

three other teams?” 

“According to the rules of the Will of Tower, we’ll be teleported out of the dueling platform after we 

surrender. What should we do?” 



“We can’t help the Land of Origin team fight without surrendering. That’s against the rules. After all, 

we’re the ones who are the ultimate gamblers.” 

“Sigh, it seems like the Land of Origin team is having a hard time this time.” 

“This is bad. We won’t be able to get any additional rewards this time.” 

“Forget it. If we follow Captain Liu in the future, we can still get other benefits. There’s no need to be so 

fixated on this extra reward.” 

“Yes, it’s more important to follow Captain Liu to break through the sixth level of the Tower. The extra 

reward is not so important.” 

… 

At this time, He Yang, the captain of the Pan-ocean Community team, could not help but worry about 

Liu Yan and the Land of Origin team. 

He Yang thought about it carefully, but he still couldn’t understand what Liu Yan was thinking. Why did 

he suddenly decide to carry out the ultimate gambling duel with four teams? 

In this situation, what method did Liu Yan have to secure the victory? 

He Yang could not think of a feasible solution no matter how hard he thought about it. He could only 

comfort himself that he misjudged Liu Yan’s method. 

He Yang thought about it carefully. It seemed like the only way he could help Liu Yan was to be the first 

to surrender and be immediately eliminated. It might affect the mentality of the other three teams so 

that the teams who originally intended to join the Land of Origin team would join them directly. 

As for how effective this method would be, He Yang did not know. It was the only thing he could do. 

Not far away, the members of the European Federation team were also surprised. 

They thought the Land of Origin team would choose the European Federation team for the ultimate 

gambling duel. After all, the members of the European Federation team were still injured, and their 

combat strength had dropped a lot. They would be no match for the Land of Origin team. 

Chapter 533 Ridicule from All Sides 

On the other hand, the overall strength of the European Federation team was good. When they 

recovered, they would be a strong combat force, so they had great value. 

Hence, the captain of the European Federation team, Hans Wilson, and the vice-captain, Derek Dole, 

had discussed in advance and conveyed their intention to cooperate with Liu Yan of the Land of Origin 

team. If Liu Yan agreed to their three conditions, the European Federation team was willing to 

cooperate with the Land of Origin team to break through the sixth level of the Tower together. 

However, it was only cooperation, not incorporation. 

After all, they were all from the powerful European Federation. Naturally, they were not willing to be 

incorporated by Land of Origin. They still wanted to contribute to the European Federation and win 

glory. 



However, members of the European Federation team did not expect that the Land of Origin team had 

indeed carried out the ultimate gambling duel against the European Federation team. At the same time, 

they had also carried out the ultimate gambling duel against the other three teams. 

One team was going to have an ultimate gambling duel with four other teams simultaneously. It was a 

confusing tactic. Members of the European Federation team started to discuss and mock. 

“What’s the Land of Origin team thinking? Why do they like to seek death?” 

“Haha, although many of our team members are injured, and our combat strength has dropped a lot, 

our combat strength is still not bad. The people from the Land of Origin team are looking down on our 

team.” 

“The captain and vice-captain originally wanted to cooperate. Is there still a need to cooperate in this 

situation?” 

“That’s right. We had no choice but to cooperate because we couldn’t protect ourselves. Now, we’re 

very safe.” 

“In my opinion, there’s no need to cooperate at all. If we cooperate with the Land of Origin team, we’ll 

still fail. We won’t be able to get that generous extra reward.” 

“That’s right. We might as well fight with the representative team of the Land of Origin and defeat them 

together to get a generous extra reward and then return to the bottom of the Tower. 

“Next year, we’ll come to the fifth level of the Tower to train again. It doesn’t matter if we try to break 

through the sixth level.” 

… 

The members of the European Federation team discussed among themselves, feeling there was no need 

to join the Land of Origin team. 

At this moment, the leader of the European Federation team, Hans Wilson, was also a little shaken. 

Initially, they had been worried that the Land of Origin team would carry out an ultimate gambling duel 

against them. If they lost, they would be incorporated into the Land of Origin team. 

Hence, they had the intention to cooperate with the Land of Origin team, but it was only cooperation. 

The main reason they wanted to cooperate with the Land of Origin team was that they could not even 

protect themselves. It was also for the rich additional rewards. 

However, the Land of Origin team was seeking death by carrying out the ultimate gambling duel against 

four teams at the same time. 

The European Federation naturally did not need to worry about their safety. Many of the members of 

the European Federation team were injured. They could not fight against the Land of Origin team. 

However, if they joined forces with the other teams, wouldn’t they still be able to resist? 

The second reason was the additional reward. 



The Land of Origin team was about to lose, so how could they get the additional rewards if they worked 

with the Land of Origin team? 

Only by fighting against the Land of Origin team and defeating them would the members of the 

European Federation team receive generous additional rewards. 

Hans Wilson hesitated for a moment. He felt that it was safe and there was no need for him to join the 

Land of Origin team. 

“I feel like we don’t need to join the Land of Origin team. What do you think?” Hans Wilson couldn’t 

help but look at the vice-captain of the European Federation team, Derek Dole. 

Hans Wilson knew that Derek Dole had always agreed and looked forward to working with the Land of 

Origin team to break through the sixth level of the Tower. 

Derek Dole pondered for a moment and said, “Although I don’t understand why Liu Yan would do such a 

thing, it’s simply suicidal for one team to fight against four teams. Every decision Liu Yan made on the 

fifth level seemed bold, but the results proved they were correct. I think there’s something fishy about 

this. It’s best to continue working with the Land of Origin team. Even if the Land of Origin team fails, 

there won’t be any additional rewards. If we work together with the Land of Origin team, we’ll still be a 

strong team. We’ll have a better chance on the sixth level. 

When Hans Wilson heard this, he frowned slightly and did not agree. 

However, Hans Wilson did not object. He still weighed the pros and cons and thought about what to 

choose. 

At the same time, the attitude of members of the Red Star Empire team was clear. 

Among the other teams, some might be doubtful, some might be worried about the Land of Origin 

team, and some might even want to join. 

On the other hand, members of the Red Star Empire team started to mock the Land of Origin team. 

“Haha, I didn’t expect this. I didn’t expect the Land of Origin team would be so bold.” 

“I thought the Land of Origin team was already bold to challenge the Red Star Empire team. I didn’t 

expect that they would challenge four teams at the same time. They don’t know how to spell the word 

death.” 

“Why are the Land of Origin team so funny? Do they think they’re stronger than us just because they 

won by luck?” 

“There’s no need for the other three teams to make a move. Our team alone can take down the Land of 

Origin team!” 

“Have the Land of Origin team forgotten that the other teams are no longer their prisoners of war and 

can’t help them? It’s one against four now!” 

“Hahahaha, I’m dying of laughter. Isn’t the Land of Origin team courting death?” 

“We’ll crush them in a while.” 



… 

Ye Yifan also sneered and said, “What’s up with this Liu Yan? Is he daydreaming? He suddenly makes 

such a funny and death-seeking choice. It looks like we’ll pick up a rich extra reward this time. What a 

free bargain.” 

Sun Wen, on the other hand, frowned. 

He carefully observed Liu Yan and found that Liu Yan was calm and even confident. 

Sun Wen only had observation skills, especially when it came to reading expressions. He was accurate. 

If Liu Yan had given the wrong order, Sun Wen would see through it even if he tried to hide it. 

Sun Wen had been observing. However, he was surprised to find that Liu Yan did not panic or regret his 

decision at all. 

On the contrary, Liu Yan was confident and calm! 

Sun Wen was secretly shocked. Could it be that Liu Yan had made this choice on purpose? It seemed 

risky, but he was confident. 

Sun Wen was a little confused. He thought about it carefully and could not figure out what the Land of 

Origin team could do. 

Chapter 534 Surrender? 

Sun Wen was confused. 

It was already difficult for the Land of Origin team to face the Red Star Empire team, let alone the other 

three teams. All of them were not weak. How would the Land of Origin team have a chance? 

Sun Wen was getting more confused. 

Luo Wei, who was at the side, was also slightly surprised. 

He had not expected Liu Yan to make such a decision, to go all out against all four teams. 

However, after Luo Wei observed how calm Liu Yan was, he couldn’t help but admire him. 

If it were him, he would be a little flustered at this time. 

However, the current Liu Yan could remain calm in the face of such a huge scene and pressure. It was 

truly admirable. 

At this moment, team members of the Land of Origin team heard the discussions of the other teams. 

Among them, there were sounds of mockery and ridicule. 

Members of the Land of Origin team, who were already a little worried, could not help but become 

more worried. 

It wasn’t that they didn’t trust Liu Yan, but the situation this time was too tricky. 

How could the Land of Origin team fight against four teams simultaneously? 



It was impossible. 

However, even though they were worried, team members of the Land of Origin team controlled their 

emotions. They waited as calmly as possible under Xu Han’s orders. 

Liu Yan also looked at Xu Han. 

Xu Han immediately understood and walked forward to negotiate with the four teams. 

“The teams that have previously agreed to surrender and join our team can now come and talk.” Xu Han 

went straight to the point. 

He Yang was prepared. He was the first to step forward. 

Although the situation was a little unique, He Yang and the members of the Pan-ocean Community team 

had already decided on their idea. 

Even if Liu Yan and the Land of Origin team lost in the final battle, they would still join the Land of Origin 

team. 

Even without the generous additional rewards, Liu Yan was still worth following. 

He Yang and the rest of the members of the Pan-ocean Community team believed that if they followed 

Liu Yan, they would become stronger and thrive. 

Members of the Land of Origin team were the same. They were not very strong when they had just 

entered the fifth level of the Tower. The other teams looked down on the Land of Origin team. Even the 

Pan-ocean Community team looked down on them. 

But under Liu Yan’s leadership, the seemingly weak Land of Origin team overcame the combined attacks 

of the four powerful teams from the two major alliances. In the end, they had eliminated four teams, 

including the Pan-ocean Community team. They even won first place and received a generous reward 

for advancing to the next round! 

During this process, members of the Land of Origin team had also grown continuously. They had grown 

from being at the bottom to the strongest among the five teams. 

He Yang and the other members of the Pan-ocean Community team were envious of his terrifying 

leadership ability that had brought about the growth of his team members. 

Hence, He Yang and the members of the Pan-ocean Community team had long made up their minds to 

join the Land of Origin team and follow Liu Yan. They had to seize this opportunity. 

After all, if they opposed it, so what if they could obtain the generous additional reward and return to 

the lower levels of the tower? 

The Pan-ocean Community team had always been lacking in resources, and their strength could not 

grow. 

Although the additional reward was generous, it was not enough to quench his thirst. 



Only by following Liu Yan and joining the Land of Origin team could they continue to advance in the 

tower world and truly become strong! 

He Yang looked at Xu Han and then Liu Yan. He said, “As the captain of the Pan-ocean Community team, 

I have already discussed this with members of the Pan-ocean Community team. We are ready to 

surrender and be incorporated into the Land of Origin team. We will follow Liu Yan in the future!” 

As He Yang’s voice fell, the Will of Tower’s voice suddenly sounded. 

[ The Pan-ocean Community team has surrendered to the Land of Origin team and ended the battle 

directly. ] 

[ All members of the Pan-ocean Community team will be teleported out of the arena and watch from 

the side until the end of the ultimate battle! ] 

… 
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As the Will of Tower finished speaking, a big teleportation array appeared under the feet of the 

members of the Pan-ocean Community team. 

Immediately after, members of the Pan-ocean Community team disappeared from the teleportation 

array and appeared at the edge of the dueling stage. They were isolated by the barrier outside the 

dueling stage. They could not participate in the battle. They could only watch from the side. 

He Yang took one last look at Liu Yan and thought, “That’s all I can do. The rest is up to you.” 

At the same time, He Yang was also looking forward to seeing if Liu Yan could turn the tide again. 

If it were really like before, then the gains of the Land of Origin team this time would be great. They had 

incorporated four teams in one go, and their strength had increased significantly. 

However, He Yang did not dare to think about it anymore. He felt that it was impossible. 

Meanwhile, in the dueling stage. 

Members of the Land of Origin team saw that He Yang and members of the Pan-ocean Community team 

were so decisive to surrender. They could not help but feel relieved. 

“I was wondering, so it turns out that Captain and the others had already discussed this beforehand.” 

“I don’t think it’s just the Pan-ocean Community team that surrendered, right? There are still other 

teams.” 

“Haha. We’ve suddenly incorporated the Pan-ocean Community team, and our strength has increased a 

lot. ” 

“Although the strength of the members of the Pan-ocean Community team is relatively mediocre, their 

actual talent is not bad. It’s only because of the lack of resources that their cultivation base is relatively 

low. Many of their members are not fully equipped, and they do not have any cultivation resources. It’s 

not easy for them to reach this stage.” 



“Yes, members of the Pan-ocean Community team are talented and have many people. After we recruit 

them, we will have a lot of extra equipment and training resources. With some help, they will be able to 

grow rapidly.” 

“With the participation of the Pan-ocean Community team, the overall combat power of our team will 

double when all the members of the Pan-ocean Community team are trained!” 

… 

At the same time, the three teams on the opposite side were a little surprised to see He Yang and the 

Pan-ocean Community team surrender so decisively. 

“What’s going on with the Pan-ocean Community team? Why did they surrender so decisively?” 

“The Land of Origin team will lose this time. If the Pan-ocean Community team surrenders, they won’t 

be able to get the rich additional reward.” 

“After all, they are from the Pan-ocean Community, a poor place. The members of the Pan-ocean 

Community team are stupid.” 

“They’re indeed stupid.” 

“It’s fine. Even without the Pan-ocean Community team, we still have three teams opposing the Land of 

Origin team. Our strength is enough to crush the Land of Origin team. We will still win.” 
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Although the remaining three teams were surprised, they were not worried. After all, there were still 

three teams whose strength was far ahead of the Land of Origin team. 

Xu Han heaved a sigh of relief. The Pan-ocean Community team had kept their promise by surrendering 

immediately. They were trying to let the other teams surrender as well. 

Xu Han waited for a while, but no team leader came forward. 

Since they didn’t come forward, Xu Han asked. 

Xu Han looked at the captain of the New Continent team, Jin Cheng. He asked, “Captain Jin Cheng, didn’t 

you and our Captain Liu Yan agree that if we agree to your condition, you will surrender and join our 

team?” 

Jin Cheng originally wanted to wait and see how things went. Since Xu Han called him, he had no choice 

but to move forward. 

Jin Cheng was a little embarrassed because he hadn’t thought about it yet. He didn’t want to confirm his 

surrender and wasn’t sure if he wanted to be enemies with the Land of Origin team. 

Jin Cheng hesitated and asked, “That’s right. My previous condition was that my team would only be 

part of the Land of Origin team in the Tower. After leaving the Tower, we will still belong to the New 

Continent. I wonder if you can agree to it? ” 

Xu Han nodded without hesitation. “Of course.” 



Xu Han and Liu Yan had discussed this last night, so they naturally agreed to Jin Cheng’s conditions. 

“Then I’ll add another condition,” Jin Cheng continued. “Can you return all the spoils of war our team 

had obtained? After entering the sixth level of the Tower, our team members will need equipment and 

cultivation resources to increase their combat strength. This way, they can face the more dangerous 

trials, right?” 

Xu Han furrowed his brows when he heard that. He was displeased with Jin Cheng’s insatiable attitude. 

However, Xu Han also understood that the situation was critical. He had to try his best to calm Jin Cheng 

and the New Continent team and persuade them to surrender. 

Otherwise, it would be disadvantageous for the Land of Origin team if they were to fight directly. 

Xu Han turned around and looked at Liu Yan. Liu Yan nodded slightly. 

Xu Han turned back to Jin Cheng and said, “Okay, we agree to your condition. You can tell us if you want 

to surrender and join our team.” 

However, Jin Cheng still didn’t agree. He scratched his head and said, “I’ll discuss it with my team 

members. After all, it’s not just my business. I need to ask the other teams and let them consider it.” 

Jin Cheng gave an ambiguous answer and returned to the New Continent team. 

Xu Han’s face remained calm, but he was a little angry. 

Not only was Jin Cheng insatiable, but even after they had agreed to the conditions, Jin Cheng still 

refused to join their team. 

Xu Han didn’t believe Jin Cheng’s talk. It was just an excuse. 

The New Continent team must have discussed this matter already. As the team leader, Jin Cheng had 

the power to decide the choice for the entire team. 

It wasn’t that he couldn’t decide. He didn’t want to. 

In the end, Jin Cheng was still hesitating. He wanted to see what the other teams would choose. 

If the other teams also surrendered and joined the Land of Origin team, Jin Cheng would bring his team 

to join. 

However, the other teams might not agree to join the Land of Origin team and instead fight with the 

Land of Origin team. 

In that case, Jin Cheng would also be like a fence-sitter who would lean towards the other teams and 

fight against the Land of Origin team together. Then, if they won, they would reap the benefits and 

obtain generous additional rewards. 

Xu Han cursed in his heart, but there was nothing he could do. 

Jin Cheng returned to his team. 



Chu Cunrui couldn’t help but whisper, “Captain, we’ve discussed with the Land of Origin team in 

advance. The Land of Origin team has also agreed to our conditions. They even agreed to one more 

condition. The conditions we’ve given are already extremely generous. Why don’t you agree to join the 

Land of Origin team?” 

Members of the New Continent team had different opinions. Some felt that the Land of Origin team was 

sincere and they should join the Land of Origin team as promised. Others felt that benefits were more 

important and they should not join the Land of Origin team, which would lose. 

“After all, we made a promise. It’s better to keep our promise.” 

“What’s the benefit of being honest? There’s no benefit to it.” 

“The Land of Origin team will lose. We can’t join them. We can’t be as foolish as the Pan-ocean 

Community team and surrenders to join the Land of Origin team. 

“That’s right. If we fight the Land of Origin team with other teams, we can get a generous bonus. It’ll be 

a waste not to take it. ” 

“It’s all because of the Land of Origin team. They dare to think they could choose four teams for the 

ultimate battle?” 

… 

Jin Cheng glanced at Chu Cunrui, but he didn’t pay much attention to him. He just said lightly, “Let’s look 

at the situation. Aren’t there still two other teams? We’ll decide after we see what they choose.” 

At the same time, members of the other two teams saw this situation and were naturally clear. 

Jin Cheng only wanted to see how things would develop before deciding. 

The Red Star Empire team would not join the Land of Origin team. It was also very likely that the 

European Federation team would not join. 

As a result, the New Continent team would not join. The Land of Origin team might lose the final battle 

and the generous additional rewards. 

At this time, Xu Han saw that Jin Cheng couldn’t answer. Hence, he looked at the captain of the 

European Federation team, Hans Wilson, and the vice-captain, Derek Dole. 

At that moment, Xu Han could not help but look forward to it. He hoped the European Federation team 

would join them, or they would work together if they could not. This way, the Land of Origin team would 

naturally only need to face the Red Star Empire team, and the pressure would be greatly reduced. 

The decision of the European Federation team would undoubtedly have a critical impact on the 

outcome of the final battle. 

Members of the Land of Origin team, the New Continent team, and the Red Star Empire team looked at 

the European Federation team, waiting for their reply. 

Xu Han looked at Hans Wilson and Derek Dole. He asked, “Captains, what do you think? What’s the 

choice of your team?” 



Hans Wilson and Derek Dole looked at each other before they walked forward. 

Derek Dole was the first to speak, “We’ve already discussed this. There are three conditions. First, we’ll 

only cooperate with the Land of Origin team and not join them. We’ll have to maintain our command 

rights. Second, our team will still belong to the European Federation after leaving the Tower. The third 

condition is that they must return more than half of the spoils they’ve obtained from us. After all, we 

also need those equipment and cultivation resources to increase our strength and undergo trials. How 

about it?” 

Derek Dole had also hesitated for a while, considering whether it was necessary to join the Land of 

Origin team. 

However, after careful consideration, Derek Dole felt it was still necessary. After all, Liu Yan’s strength 

was incredible, and cooperating with such a person would bring them many benefits. 

Moreover, the Land of Origin team was also a strong team. It was practical for the strong forces to ally. 

Chapter 536 Don’t Regret to Fight 

Xu Han nodded slightly and was relieved. 

They had already known about these three conditions. The Land of Origin team had also discussed them. 

Other than cooperation, they could agree to other conditions. 

However, Xu Han was a little hesitant. 

After all, the situation was not very good for the Land of Origin team. should they agree to the 

conditions of cooperation? 

Xu Han turned around to ask for Liu Yan’s permission. 

At this moment, Hans Wilson chimed in. “The cooperation must be an equal right of command between 

the European Federation team and the Land of Origin team. Since it’s equal, let’s change it. All the spoils 

will be returned to us, and you’ll have to share some of the spoils from the other teams you’ve obtained 

before.” 

Hans Wilson knew that the people from the Land of Origin team were begging the European Federation 

to cooperate with them. Therefore, Hans Wilson wanted to take the opportunity to put forward more 

conditions and get more benefits. It would be more beneficial to the European Federation team, and it 

would be easier for them to advance to the sixth level of the Tower. 

Xu Han was stunned when he heard what Hans Wilson said. “He’s too insatiable. He’s taking the 

opportunity to ask for so much.” 

Even Xu Han, who had a good temper, was a little unhappy. 

However, considering the big picture, Xu Han suppressed his temper and said, “Two captains, isn’t your 

request a little too much? In addition, the sixth level of the Tower is more dangerous. If we cooperate, 

the command will inevitably be chaotic. Isn’t that a little inappropriate?” 



When Hans Wilson heard that, he sneered and said, “Since there’s no room for negotiation, let’s stop 

the nonsense.” 

After that, Hans Wilson returned to the European Federation team and ignored Xu Han. 

Derek Dole was a little embarrassed when he saw this. He had been persuading Hans Wilson to follow 

the original plan and cooperate with the Land of Origin team. 

After a while of persuasion, Hans Wilson remained silent. Derick Dole thought that Hans Wilson had 

agreed. He did not expect such a thing to happen. 

Derek Dole quickly returned to the European Federation team and went to Hans Wilson. He continued 

to persuade him in a low voice, “Captain, you’d better consider this matter. Cooperating with the Land 

of Origin team will indeed bring us many benefits. Why are you acting unfriendly? You’re making things 

difficult for them. Why don’t we continue discussing it?” 

“No more discussion.” Hans Wilson shook his head and said, “The European Federation team isn’t weak 

either. There’s no need for us to cooperate with others. We can do it on our own.” 

Hans Wilson did not want to cooperate with the Land of Origin team. However, the situation forced him 

to, so he pretended to cooperate. 

Since the current situation was in the favor of the European Federation team, why should they 

cooperate with the Land of Origin team? 

Derek Dole tried to persuade Hans Wilson again, but it was to no avail. 

Xu Han’s face darkened. 

From what Hans Wilson had said, he was not sincere in the cooperation. He had no intention to 

cooperate at all. He was just looking for an excuse to refuse. Even if Xu Han was patient and agreed to 

more conditions, Hans Wilson would continue to push his luck. In the end, they would fall out. They 

would not cooperate. 

Xu Han could not help but sigh. It seemed like it was impossible to settle the final battle peacefully. It 

had to be settled through a battle. 

The helpless Xu Han looked at the Red Star Empire team not far away. Although he felt there was no 

hope, he still went up and tried. 

“Captain Ye, I wonder what the attitude of the Red Star Empire team is?” Xu Han asked. 

The vice-captain of the Red Star Empire team, Sun Wen, saw this scene. He then quickly pulled Ye Yifan 

aside and advised him to consider joining the Land of Origin team or working together with the Land of 

Origin team. It was a good thing for both sides, and they didn’t have to fight. 

However, Ye Yifan ignored Sun Wen. He looked at Xu Han coldly and said, “Since it’s the ultimate 

gambling duel, let’s fight. Let’s fight to decide the winner!” 

Liu Yan’s eyes were cold, but he heard everything. 



Liu Yan could hear others’ voices clearly with his S-grade ability, Omniscient Insight. He heard Chu 

Cunrui from the New Continent team, Hans Wilson from the European Federation team, and Sun Wen 

and Luo Wei from the Red Star Empire team. These people wanted to join the Land of Origin team, and 

Liu Yan remembered them all. 

Members of the Red Star Empire team were also shouting arrogantly. 

“You dared to choose your target, but now you’re afraid?” 

“The Land of Origin team is funny. Hahaha.” 

“Let’s see how your team wins. Why don’t you surrender and hand over the extra reward?” 

“They don’t know what’s good for them. They dare to carry out the ultimate gambling duel with four 

teams at the same time.” 

“The Red Star Empire team alone is enough to finish you all off. You’re bold to choose so many teams.” 

… 

Ye Yifan was also proud at this moment. He felt that victory was already in his hands. 

At this moment, Ye Yifan still could not understand why the Land of Origin team would dare to choose 

the Red Star Empire team as the target of the ultimate gambling duel. Wasn’t this giving out additional 

rewards? 

On the dueling platform, it was a head-on battle. 

Members of the Red Star Empire team were all in good condition. The Land of Origin team did not have 

the help of the New Continent team and the Pan-ocean Community team. In Ye Yifan’s opinion, the Red 

Star Empire team would not lose to the Land of Origin team. The Red Star Empire team would win this 

ultimate gambling duel! 

Ye Yifan looked at Hans Wilson, who was not far away, and shouted, “Captain Hans, do you want to join 

forces this time to deal with the Land of Origin team? If our two teams work together, we’ll be able to 

take it down easily and obtain that generous additional reward together.” 

When Hans Wilson heard that, he was moved. 

Hans Wilson and his team were eliminated and could not head to the sixth level of the Tower. They 

could only return to the lower level. However, they could still take advantage of this opportunity to 

obtain generous additional rewards, so they would not return empty-handed. 

“Alright. We didn’t succeed in joining forces before. Let’s join forces this time.” Hans Wilson replied with 

a smile. 

Xu Han was helpless. He was about to try to persuade her, but a figure walked out. 

“There’s no need to say more. Go and prepare for battle.” Liu Yan said indifferently. 

Xu Han nodded and went back to the team. 



Liu Yan looked at the three teams in front of him and said indifferently, “Since you’ve chosen to fight, 

you can’t go back on your word now that the battle has begun. I advise the three teams to think about it 

carefully. Don’t regret it after you lose. There’s a huge difference in treatment between joining the Land 

of Origin team voluntarily and joining the team after I’ve beaten you into submission!” 

Chapter 537 If You Want to Fight, Let’s Fight! 

From the beginning, Liu Yan was not panicked. After all, he had sufficient strength, so he was naturally 

confident. 

The rest of the people felt the situation was disadvantageous to the Land of Origin team. Liu Yan was 

confident that he could defeat the European Federation team with the other three teams 

simultaneously. 

Liu Yan did not express his opinion hurriedly because he wanted to see the attitudes of the other teams. 

Only by understanding their attitude could Liu Yan be sure of the treatment he would give them in the 

future. 

However, when the others heard Liu Yan’s words, they only felt that he was extremely arrogant and 

even presumptuous. 

One team faced three teams, yet Liu Yan tried to persuade them to surrender indifferently! 

Members of the European Federation team were a little dissatisfied. 

“He’s too arrogant. He doesn’t take us seriously at all.” 

“That’s right. You still think you’ll win against the three teams of us?” 

“Many of our team members are injured. If they weren’t injured, our team alone would be able to 

defeat you.” 

“That’s right. They won because they had more people and were in good condition.” 

“Let’s fight then. I’m not afraid of you.” 

“We have three teams. How could I lose to you?” 

… 

The captain of the European Federation team, Hans Wilson, was also a little dissatisfied. 

He knew Liu Yan was strong. He thought he was not as strong as Liu Yan. 

But even so, it didn’t mean that he could accept being looked down upon by Liu Yan. 

The strength of European Federation team was strong. If they used their combination skills, they might 

be able to fight Liu Yan. 

Even though many members of the European Federation team were injured and their combat strength 

was greatly affected, the Red Star Empire team was right next to them. Why would the European 

Federation team be afraid of Liu Yan and the Land of Origin team? 



“How arrogant. Let’s fight. I’d like to see how your team will defeat our three teams!” Hans Wilson’s 

face was red. 

Derek Dole frowned slightly. 

Although he hadn’t been in contact with Liu Yan for long, he had gained an understanding of Liu Yan 

during this period. He knew Liu Yan had made correct decisions every time. 

Derek Dole knew Liu Yan was a terrifyingly powerful individual and a brilliant leader. Liu Yan was an 

excellent captain. 

However, Liu Yan’s words were a little too arrogant. He did not take the three teams seriously at all. 

Derek Dole thought about it carefully and felt there were only two possibilities for this situation. One 

was that Liu Yan had been too arrogant recently and could not recognize the strength of himself and the 

Land of Origin team. The other was that Liu Yan was confident in his team’s strength. 

Derek Dole thought about it carefully and suddenly felt that the latter was more likely the case. 

Derek Dole pulled at Hans Wilson and whispered, “Hans, you have to consider this carefully. I feel that 

something is not right. It’s best to be more careful. If there’s no other way, it’s better to observe for a 

while. Let the Red Star Empire team fight with the Land of Origin team. Why should we get involved?” 

However, Hans Wilson was angered by Liu Yan’s words and could not think calmly. 

Hans Wilson didn’t want to care so much. He said coldly, “Let’s not talk about this anymore. It’s decided. 

Today, I’m going to beat up Liu Yan and the Land of Origin team. Does he really think he can take down 

three teams?” 

At the same time, team members of the Red Star Empire team were also extremely excited. 

“I’ve seen many dumb people, but I’ve never seen someone as stupid as Liu Yan.” 

“Isn’t Liu Yan too arrogant? Does he think that he’s invincible against four teams?” 

“They got lucky and eliminated four teams. They thought they were invincible. How funny.” 

“That’s right. We were exhausted back then, and the Land of Origin team had the help of the New 

Continent team and the Pan-ocean Community team. Otherwise, we would not lose to the Land of 

Origin team.” 

“If it were to happen again, our Red Star Empire team would definitely be the one to advance, and the 

Land of Origin team would be eliminated. 

“They’re too arrogant. I have to beat them up.” 

“Our team alone is strong enough to defeat the Land of Origin team. We also have support from the 

European Federation team and the New Continent team.” 

… 

Sun Wen observed Liu Yan closely and had a strange feeling that Liu Yan was not being arrogant but was 

instead confident in his strength. 



Sun Wen had a bad feeling and was about to persuade Ye Yifan, but Ye Yifan walked up and said, “If you 

want to fight, then fight. Do you think we’re going to crawl all over you? Do you think your Land of 

Origin team is stronger than our Red Star Empire team?” 

When Sun Wen saw this, he knew there was no point in persuading Ye Yifan anymore. This battle was 

inevitable. 

Sun Wen had no choice but to remind Luo Wei. “Although they are from different continents, they are 

all humans from Blue Planet. When we fight later, try to injure them and make them lose their combat 

power. There is no need to take their lives.” 

“Alright.” Luo Wei replied indifferently. 

Sun Wen nodded slightly, feeling uneasy. 

After hearing Liu Yan’s words, many members of the New Continent team were rather angry. However, 

some members were wavering. 

After all, it had been some time since the New Continent team had been eliminated. They had followed 

Liu Yan for quite some time, so they understood Liu Yan. Liu Yan seemed to always be a man of his word 

and would not boast. 

“Liu Yan is so bold. I think he could defeat four teams, which is why he is so arrogant.” 

“Liu Yan can do it, right? Otherwise, how could he be so confident?” 

“How’s that possible? One team against three? How bold the Land of Origin team is.” 

“That’s right. Our team isn’t weak. Why should we be afraid? ” 

“I think we should stop spectating. Let’s join the battle and defeat the Land of Origin team.” 

“That’s right. After defeating the Land of Origin team, we’ll be able to receive generous additional 

rewards. It’s a piece of cake.” 

“Let Liu Yan and the Land of Origin team witness our true strength.” 

… 

The members of the New Continent team, who had initially wavered, were also enraged by Liu Yan’s 

words. They became angry and wanted to join the battle. 

The Red Star Empire team saw the will of the team members and wanted to join the battle. 

It just so happened that the Red Star Empire team also wanted to join the battle and obtain generous 

additional rewards. 

Since that was the case, he might as well join the battle. 

Chapter 538 He Yang’s Change 

Chu Cunrui saw that Jin Cheng was about to make a move, so he quickly tried to persuade Jin Cheng to 

wait. 



But Jin Cheng didn’t care. He walked out and said, “Captain Liu looks down on our team, so we must 

prove him wrong. I like to see the true combat power of Captain Liu and the other members of the Land 

of Origin team!” 

What Jin Cheng said indicated that the New Continent team had also joined the battle. 

At this point, the remaining three teams were all planning to fight together against Liu Yan and the Land 

of Origin team. 

At the edge of the dueling ground, the isolated Pan-ocean Community team was watching the situation 

inside. 

The European Federation team and the Red Star Empire team were planning to join forces to fight the 

Land of Origin team. Even the New Continent team had joined in. The members of the Pan-ocean 

Community team began to worry for the Land of Origin team. At the same time, they also had some 

doubts about Liu Yan’s operation. 

“What was Captain Liu thinking? He basically offended every one.” 

“I don’t understand. Captain Liu’s action provoked the other teams. It did not bring him any advantage. 

It doesn’t seem like something Captain Liu would do.” 

“This is bad. These three teams are joining forces to attack the Land of Origin team. How can the Land of 

Origin team win?” 

“If it’s a one-on-one match, I don’t think the Land of Origin team will lose to any of the three teams. But 

it’s impossible if it’s a one-on-three battle.” 

“What is Captain Liu trying to do?” 

“If the Land of Origin team loses, we won’t be able to receive the generous additional rewards.” 

… 

At this time, He Yang, the captain of the Pan-ocean Community team, also frowned. He knew Liu Yan 

better than anyone else. He never did anything meaningless. On the contrary, Liu Yan’s decisions were 

correct every time. 

However, Liu Yan’s series of actions from the start of the ultimate gambling duel until now had left He 

Yang confused and even suspicious. 

He Yang thought about it carefully. Although he had doubts about Liu Yan’s choice, since he had already 

chosen to join the Land of Origin team, he could not regret it. 

When He Yang saw the confidence on Liu Yan’s face, he couldn’t help but say in anticipation, “Everyone. 

Don’t worry. The battle hasn’t started yet. Let’s see how it goes. Maybe Captain Liu has some special 

methods.” 

When members of the Pan-ocean team heard this, they felt it made sense and continued to observe. 

If the Land of Origin team had a different leader, they would have definitely suffered. 



However, Liu Yan was their leader, so everything was unpredictable. It was still reasonable to wait and 

see the situation. 

He Yang was also watching nervously, hoping that Liu Yan would have a way to defeat his opponent. 

However, He Yang realized that even if Liu Yan were to lose this final battle, he would not regret joining 

the Land of Origin team. He Yang still felt that it was worth it. 

Liu Yan and the others would lose the generous additional rewards if they lost the ultimate gambling 

duel. However, this did not prevent the Pan-ocean Community team from the Land of Origin team and 

entering the sixth level of the Tower. 

On the sixth level of the Tower, He Yang believed that with the help of the team members from the Land 

of Origin team and the leadership of Liu Yan, the members of the Pan-ocean Community team would 

grow and achieve something on the sixth level of the Tower. 

This time, He Yang had led the Pan-ocean Community team to join the Land of Origin team mainly 

because of Liu Yan, not because of the generous additional rewards. 

At this moment, He Yang also felt a little sad. 

When they first came to the trial on the fifth level of the Tower, He Yang was the first to stand up 

against the Land of Origin team. 

But now, He Yang was the first to lead the Pan-ocean Community team to join the Land of Origin team. 

The change was substantial. 

The series of events that had happened on the fifth level of the Tower had indeed changed He Yang’s 

mind. 

At this moment, members of the Land of Origin team were undoubtedly in the most despair. When they 

knew they were going to fight the other four teams in the ultimate gambling duel, they were a little 

flustered. 

When they saw the decisive surrender of the Pacific Community, they thought Liu Yan and the other 

teams had discussed it and had a plan. 

However, they did not expect that the New Continent team wanted to observe the situation. The 

European Federation team wanted to renegotiate, and the Red Star Empire team would choose to fight 

them. 

At that moment, Liu Yan said things that displeased the other teams even more. It caused the New 

Continent team, who had been keeping a neutral stance, to join the battle. The European Union team 

and the Red Star Empire team were also determined to fight. Suddenly, the three teams joined forces to 

fight the Land of Origin team. 

Members of the Land of Origin team had improved a lot during this period, and their team combat 

power became stronger. But even so, how could one team defeat three teams at the same time? It was 

completely impossible. 



Seeing that the battle was about to begin, members of the Land of Origin team were all a little nervous 

and worried. 

“We’re finished. We’re finished. How can we fight this?” 

“We’re facing three teams at the same time. I feel like we don’t have a chance of winning.” 

“If we’re facing two teams, we might have a chance if we fight with all our might. The captain and the 

others are strong. But what chance do we have against three teams?” 

“Are we going to lose this ultimate gambling duel without a doubt?” 

“What’s the boss doing? Is he trying to offend everybody?” 

“Sigh, we don’t stand a chance.” 

… 

At this moment, Liu Yan unfurled his Wings of Wind God and flew into the air. 

Members of the Land of Origin team looked up at Liu Yan, who was in the sky. 

With the huge Wings of the Wind God, Liu Yan looked like a valiant God! 

The members of the New Continent team, the European Federation team, and the Red Star Empire 

team were envious when they saw Liu Yan flying in the sky. 

They had seen Liu Yan flying earlier, but he was still quite a distance away. 

This time, they could observe Liu Yan’s flight from a close distance, and they all felt it was magical. 

“It’s so cool to be able to fly.” 

“It’s obviously a piece of special equipment. I guess the level of that special equipment is not low.” 

“How can a piece of equipment that can fly be of a low level?” 

“Liu Yan is indeed strong. The members of the Land of Origin team are also quite strong. If our team 

were to face them alone, I’m afraid we might not have a chance of winning.” 

“That’s right. Fortunately, we have another two teams to fight the Land of Origin team. It’s going to be 

an easy fight.” 

“If only I could have flight equipment like Liu Yan’s.” 

… 

The team members looked up at Liu Yan in the sky with envy. 

Chapter 539 Ye Yifan vs Allen Smith 

Liu Yan, who was flying in the air, had a calm expression on his face as he ordered in an imposing 

manner, “All members of the Land of Origin team, listen up!” 



Members of the Land of Origin team were still a little nervous and flustered just a moment ago. They 

immediately recovered after hearing Liu Yan’s calm voice. 

“Here!” 

The members of the Land of Origin team all responded. 

A sonorous and powerful voice spread across the sky. 

At this moment, the team members had thrown all the distracting thoughts to the back of their minds. 

Seemingly influenced by Liu Yan, the team members suddenly became full of confidence. 

Their opponents were three powerful teams. They were tough to defeat. However, they would fight 

alongside their revered and respected captain, Liu Yan. What was there to be afraid of? Even if they lost, 

they would fight to the end! 

Chu Cunrui was a little envious when he saw this. 

With an existence like Liu Yan in the Land of Origin team, the combat strength of the entire team was 

visibly increasing. 

With Liu Yan present, members of the Land of Origin team were confident even if they had to face three 

teams. 

The Land of Origin team was lucky to have a captain like Liu Yan. 

Derek Dole from the European Federation team would also have a slight change in expression. 

He didn’t expect that in such a short period, members of the Land of Origin team would trust Liu Yan 

wholeheartedly. Such unity was rare. 

At this moment, Sun Wen was also sighing slightly. The Red Star Empire team would not have been 

eliminated so easily if they could have such cohesion. 

At this moment, Liu Yan was in the sky. He did not turn back to look at the members of the Land of 

Origin team. 

However, just by hearing the voices of members of the Land of Origin team, Liu Yan was sure that they 

had already adjusted their conditions. He did not need to worry about their lack of combat strength. 

Members of the Land of Origin team would be able to bring out their full combat strength, or even go all 

out to bring out their extraordinary strength! 

At this moment, Liu Yan continued to order, “All members of the Land of Origin team, listen up! Fight 

the Red Star Empire team with all your might. You don’t need to worry about the New Continent team 

and the European Federation team!” 

Xu Han looked up at Liu Yan and remembered what he had said last night. 

It would not be a problem for him to deal with the European Federation team alone. He could also hold 

back the New Continent team and the Pan-ocean Community team. 

Combined with Liu Yan’s current state, it seemed that Liu Yan intended to do so. 



Could it be that Liu Yan could hold back the New Continent team and the European Federation team by 

himself? 

Xu Han could not help but look forward to it. If that were the case, they would have a good chance of 

winning this battle. 

After all, without the interference of the New Continent team and the European Federation team, the 

current combat strength of the Land of Origin team should not be a problem for them to defeat the Red 

Star Empire team. 

After dealing with the Red Star Empire team, he would deal with the New Continent team and the 

European Federation team one by one! 

At that moment, the rest of the experts from the Land of Origin team had the same thoughts as Xu Han. 

Although the crowd couldn’t imagine how Liu Yan could hold off two teams by himself, it was obvious 

that this was not something they should be thinking about. 

Since Liu Yan had already given the order, they had to carry it out. 

Then, Xu Han led the group of experts and members of the Land of Origin team and got into formation, 

ready to fight with the Red Star Empire team. 

They were all prepared to focus all their energy on the battle with the Red Star Empire team. They no 

longer cared about the New Continent team and the European Federation team. 

When Ye Yifan heard Liu Yan’s order and saw the actions of the team members from the Land of Origin, 

he immediately felt that he was being looked down upon. 

In his opinion, when the Red Star Empire team was in their best condition, they would not lose to the 

Land of Origin team. 

They had only lost to the Land of Origin team earlier because they were not in good condition. 

However, with Liu Yan’s attitude and orders, it was clear that the Land of Origin team could defeat the 

Red Star Empire team. 

“All members of the Red Star Empire team, listen up. Start the battle and crush the opposing team from 

the Land of Origin!” Ye Yifan shouted. 

The Red Star Empire team members had waited impatiently for a long time. 

When they were eliminated by the Land of Origin team, they could not fight back. After all, they were 

not in good condition back then. They had no combat power to turn the tide. They could not defeat the 

Land of Origin team. Moreover, the Land of Origin team had help from the New Continent team and the 

Pan-ocean Community team. They had no chance at all. 

However, it was different now. Not only had the Red Star Empire team recovered, and they only needed 

to fight the Land of Origin team. There was no help from the New Continent team or the Pan-ocean 

Community team. 



Members of the Red Star Empire team all wanted to vent out the grievances that they had accumulated 

in their hearts. 

“Good, the battle has finally begun.” 

“Haha, watch us crush the Land of Origin team!” 

“I must revenge for the humiliation back then.” 

“Let the Land of Origin team witness the true strength of the Red Star Empire team!” 

“Haha, I can finally have a good fight.” 

… 

Members of the Red Star Empire team all got into formation and prepared for battle. 

Ye Yifan glanced at Sun Wen and said, “I’ll leave the commanding to you. I’ll go and fight Liu Yan!” 

As he spoke, Ye Yifan took out a long sword and charged in Liu Yan’s direction. 

Everyone said that Liu Yan was the number one expert on the fifth level of the Tower, but Ye Yifan didn’t 

admit it. 

Ye Yifan had long wanted to have a showdown with Liu Yan. However, Ye Yifan didn’t have a chance due 

to the circumstances. 

This time, he finally had a chance. 

However, just as Ye Yifan approached, a figure suddenly rushed out like a ghost and blocked Ye Yifan. 

This person was none other than Allen Smith. At this moment, Allen Smith was also holding an S-grade 

weapon, the Blood Flame Sword, and wearing an SS-grade Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor. He stopped Ye 

Yifan with a cold expression and said indifferently, “You’re my opponent, so don’t even think about 

disturbing our captain!” 

Although Allen Smith and the others were not sure if Liu Yan could hold back the New Continent team 

and the European Federation team, they believed in Liu Yan since he had already said so. 

Liu Yan’s mission was to delay the New Continent team and the European Federation team. As for 

dealing with the Red Star Empire team, it was naturally the mission of Allen Smith and other experts, as 

well as the ordinary members. Naturally, Allen Smith would not allow Ye Yifan to disturb Liu Yan. 

Chapter 540 Great Progress of the Land of Origin Team 

Ye Yifan glanced at Allen Smith. Ye Yifan had heard of Allen Smith’s reputation before and knew that 

Allen Smith was also a top expert in the Land of Origin team. Allen Smith was worthy of being his 

opponent. 

“Alright, I’ll deal with you first, then Liu Yan!” After Ye Yifan spoke, he immediately attacked. 

Allen Smith did not back up, and the two quickly started fighting. 



Ye Yifan and Allen Smith were both top-tier experts. They were both warriors, and their weapons were 

swords. 

The only difference was that Ye Yifan used a long sword, while Allen Smith used a short sword. 

The two experts soon fought, attracting the attention of the people from the New Continent team and 

the European Federation team. 

“These two are both experts. They’re powerful.” 

“That’s right. They are top-notch experts after all. An ordinary expert like me would probably only be 

able to take two moves from them.” 

“I feel like the two of them are about the same. Everyone says that Liu Yan is the strongest expert in the 

Land of Origin team. It seems like Liu Yan is more powerful than Ye Yifan.” 

“So what? Liu Yan needs to lead the Land of Origin team to fight our team and the European Federation 

team. They will lose without a doubt.” 

“That makes sense. What’s the use of Liu Yan being powerful alone? Do you think you can defeat our 

two teams?” 

“In the face of a powerful team, a single expert is insignificant.” 

“It’s rare to see such a battle between experts. It’s exciting.” 

… 

At this moment, the battle between Ye Yifan and Allen Smith was heating up. 

Both were top-notch experts with impressive skills. Occasionally, one of them would take advantage of 

the other and cause some damage, but it was still not enough. 

The two of them fought back and forth. It would take some time to determine the winner. 

Seeing that, Xu Han did not care anymore and started a battle with the team. 

The two teams representing the Land of Origin team and the Red Star Empire team also started to fight. 

The ordinary members of the Land of Origin team and the Red Star Empire team were all-powerful. But 

after the battle, it seemed as if members of the Land of Origin team were slightly stronger. However, 

they were not that much stronger. They could only suppress the Red Star Empire team and could not 

end the battle sooner. 

When Xu Han saw this, he waved his Phantom Blue Staff and cast a control spell. The ice element 

condensed, and a blizzard fell from the sky. The members of the Red Star Empire team were all in 

trouble. 

Although the damage of this blizzard was not high, it was difficult to deal with. It had caused quite a bit 

of damage to members of the Red Star Empire team. 

The ordinary members of the Red Star Empire team were already no match for the Land of Origin team. 

With Xu Han’s area-of-effect control, they could not hold on any longer. 



The situation immediately began to tilt in the favor of the Land of Origin team. It seemed that the Land 

of Origin team would soon gain a better advantage and might even win this battle. 

However, an invisible figure approached Xu Han. It was not far from Xu Han, and it must be the person 

who was going to kill him. 

Liu Yan was in the sky. He used his S-grade skill, Omniscient Insight, to sense this scene. He hurriedly 

reminded, “Xu Han, be careful!” 

Xu Han heard the warning and realized that danger was coming, so he quickly dodged it. 

Ordinarily, with Xu Han’s observation skills, he could sense the invisible enemy and the danger. Even if 

he could not tell the exact location, he could still feel the approaching danger. 

However, Xu Han was busy casting spells and was distracted. It gave the opponent an opportunity. 

Fortunately, Xu Han heard Liu Yan’s warning and dodged the attack. 

The dagger grazed Xu Han’s arm and left a wound. 

If Xu Han had heard the warning a little later and dodged the attack a little later, the attack would have 

pierced his arm. 

Although it would not kill Xu Han, he would not be able to use his staff in the next battle, and his combat 

power would be reduced by half! 

Murong Xue, who was not far away, rushed over in time to protect Xu Han. 

At the same time, Chu Long also used her healing skills. Soon, Xu Han’s wound was almost healed. 

Following this, Murong Xue and the other experts engaged the assassin in battle. 

Liu Yan, who was in the sky, frowned as he observed the battle on the ground. 

Liu Yan had some impression of this figure. He was the number one assassin in the Red Star Empire 

team, Luo Wei. 

Luo Wei’s concealment ability was indeed terrifying. He managed to hide from the perception of all the 

experts of the Land of Origin team. Then, he sneaked up to Xu Han to assassinate him. 

The timing of the attack was also good. Luo Wei assassinate Xu Han while Xu Han was casting the spells. 

Xu Han was completely caught off guard. 

If Liu Yan hadn’t warned him in time, Xu Han would have lost his combat ability by now. 

Without Xu Han’s group control, the combat power of the team members from the Land of Origin team 

would be greatly reduced. 

However, Liu Yan couldn’t help Murong Xue and the others to deal with Luo Wei. After all, he still had to 

face off against the European Federation team and the New Continent team. 

The members of the New Continent team and the European Federation team did not make a move, so it 

was good timing for Liu Yan to make a move. Otherwise, if the New Continent team and the European 



Federation team suddenly attacked, members of the Land of Origin team would not be able to 

withstand it. 

Liu Yan then continued to face off against the other party. At the same time, he used his S-grade skill, 

Omniscient Insight, to understand the battle situation between the Land of Origin team and the Red Star 

Empire team. 

The battle between the Land of Origin team and the Red Star Empire team was going on intensely. 

The New Continent team and the European Federation team were not in a hurry to help. They also 

wanted to see which team was more powerful. 

The captain of the European Federation team, Hans Wilson, observed the battle in front of him. He 

couldn’t help but say with some anticipation, “I wonder who’s more powerful between the Land of 

Origin team and the Red Star Empire team. The strategy of the Land of Origin team was better. With the 

help of the New Continent team and the Pan-ocean Community team, as well as their superior 

condition, they could defeat the Red Star Empire team easily. But now, there aren’t so many factors 

affecting the battle. Both sides are in perfect condition, and it’s a fair battle.” 

Derek Dole heard this and shook his head slightly. “From the looks of it, the difference between the two 

teams doesn’t seem to be that big. However, no matter who wins or loses, the Land of Origin team is 

still stronger. After all, the strongest member of the Land of Origin team, Liu Yan, has yet to join the 

battle.” 

Upon hearing this, Hans Wilson recalled Liu Yan’s terrifying skills. 

 


